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1 Write the nouns and adjectives.

strange   sketch 
fascinating   artifact     

comfortable 
evidence   site
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2 Complete the sentences with the affirmative past perfect of the verbs in the box.

1 Angus didn’t learn his lines because he  had forgotten    about the play.

2 Mom was annoyed because I  all my pocket money on candy.

3 We were really thirsty because we  all the way home.

4 Joanna was happy because she  a lovely birthday.

5 Leo arrived late at school because he  to the dentist.

6 The building fell down because they  it very quickly.

7 The house was very full because Molly and James  too many people.

3 Complete with the past perfect negative or question form of the verbs in brackets. 

Detective  So, on the morning of the robbery, 1      had       the day    started    (start) normally?

Clerk  Yes, except I remember that there was a van outside, and the driver 2  

 (not park) it very well. But that was a long time before the man came in.

Detective  3  you  (see) him before that day?

Clerk  No, I 4   (not work) in the store for very long. But Mrs. Herbert 

has worked there for twenty years, and she said the man 5   

(not come) in before that day.

Detective Tell me what happened. 

Clerk  He came into the store twice. The first time, he was there for about fifteen minutes and left. 

Then, half an hour later, he returned.

Detective 6  he  (buy) anything on the first visit?

Clerk  No. In fact, he 7  (not look) interested in anything we sell. 

That’s why I was surprised when he came back.

Detective Yes?

Clerk  He said he’d lost his watch in the store and 8   (not find)  

it earlier. So of course, Mrs. Herbert and I helped him look for it. We 9  

 (not look) for very long, when the rest of the gang ran in.

forget   run
invite   build

have   be
spend 
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        strange          

    


